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SUBJECT OF INTERPRETATION 

The 2015 International Residential Code (IRC) is a comprehensive code that includes building, 

mechanical, fuel gas, plumbing, and electrical code requirements.  This Bulletin will clarify the impact 

of the electrical service provisions of the IRC on the building code requirements for townhouse common 

walls.    

 

APPLICABILITY  

This interpretation shall apply to all permits within the City of Pittsburgh for townhouses that are 

regulated by the IRC.  The Bulletin shall apply to this topic, including under subsequent versions of the 

referenced standard until the current PLI Building Code Official (BCO) modifies and/or rescinds the 

interpretation.  

 

INTERPRETATION  

The electrical provisions of the IRC are intended to regulate the installation of electrical components in 

compliance with the 2014 National Electrical Code / National Fire Protection Association 70 (NEC).1  

These electrical provisions are not intended to and do not modify the building code provisions of the 

IRC, including the fire protection requirements of townhouse common walls.  Please refer to PLI’s 

Bulletin on “Electrical Penetrations of Common Walls” for further detail regarding the fire protection 

requirements of townhouse common walls. 

                                                           
1 2015 IRC Section E3401 
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BASIS FOR INTERPRETATION  

The NEC and IRC prohibit service conductors from“pass[ing] through the interior of another building 

or other structure.”2  The reason for this limitation is due to service conductors not being protected from 

fault currents.3  The NEC prescribes a means of protecting the service conductors such that they are 

considered to be “outside” of a building.  This means of protecting is achieved by encasing the service 

conductors in 2 inches of concrete.   

In clarifying this issue the IRC Code and Commentary provides an example of conductors passing 

through the attic or crawl space of a townhouse.  Due to the hazard posed by service conductors, the 

commentary notes that they would not be permitted to pass through one structure to another unless 

encased in concrete.  This section also notes that the prohibition of passing through one building to serve 

another does not apply to feeders as these conductors are protected by other requirements of the NEC. 

Unless expressly identified, one section of the IRC does not modify the requirements of another section. 

The electrical code provisions discussed here are meant to address an electrical hazard.  The common 

wall requirements of the building code provisions are meant to limit the transfer of fire and smoke 

between adjacent structures (townhouses).  While a townhouse is used as an example to explain an 

electrical hazard, it is not meant to modify the fire protection requirements of townhouse common walls. 

                                                           
2 2015 IRC Section E3601.3 
3 2015 IRC Code and Commentary Section E3601.3 


